Assembly
LandRunner Task
Positioning
mainframe
on stands

Procedures
1.

NOTE:
Left-hand
and righthand as
viewed
from the
rear.

Securing
wings to
mainframe

Illustrations

Place (AM 3394) center
section 13’6” on sturdy
stands, about 36” high on
hard level surface.

2.

Position wing on mainframe
with forklift.
(AM 3381) 8’7” primary wing LH
with down flex
(AM 3382) 8’7” primary wing RH
with down flex
(AM 3385) 6’5” primary wing LH
with down flex
(AM 3386) 6’5” primary wing RH
with down flex
3. Insert (BM 3604) 1-3/4” x
14-3/8” anti-rotation hook pins
into front and rear hinge
loops.
Pin hook must be inserted
between mainframe plate
and hinge loop brace.
Pin hook

4.

Hammer (BP 3519) 3/8” x 2-1/2”
plain roll pin into ends of
each 1-3/4” hinge pin.

Roll Pin

Installation
of grease
zerks into
hinge loops

5.

Install two (BP 3072) 1/4”-28
grease zerks into each hinge
loop.

Grease Zerk
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Tongue and Jack Assembly
LandRunner Task
Mounting
left and
right
tongues to
mainframe

Procedures
1.

Position (AM 3392) right-hand
weighted tongue and
(AM 3393) left-hand weighted
tongue on forklift and raise
to mounting plates.

2.

Install 12 (BP 3141) 3/4” x
3”, hex cap screws with
threads facing the rear of the
mainframe. Place 12 (BP 3035)
3/4” lock washers and 12
(BP 3034) 3/4” hex nuts. Do
not tighten until the tongue
connector is installed.

3.

Fit (AM 3395) tongue connector
StripTill frame to left and right
tongue weldments. Install 12
(BP 3141) 3/4” x 2-1/2” hex cap
screws, (BP 3035) 3/4” lock
washers and 12 (BP 3034) hex
nuts.

4.

Tighten all 24 tongue bolts.

5.

Install (AM 2518) jack on lefthand tongue. Secure with
2 (BP 3099) 5/8” x 6” x 6”
u-bolts, (4) (BP 3039) 5/8” lock
washers and 4 (BP 3038)
5/8” hex nuts.

Illustrations

NOTE:
Left-hand
and righthand as
viewed
from the
rear
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9”

Jack Handle, Safety Chain, Assembly
LandRunner Task
Mounting
jack handle

Procedures
6.

Attach (a) (AM 2526) jack handle
with (b) (BP 3096) 3/8” x 2-1/2”
hex cap screw, two (c)
(BP 3015) 3/8” flat washers
and (d) (BP 3003) 3/8” hex lock
nut.

Illustrations
d

b

c
a

a
b
Hitch and
safety
chain parts

Installation
of safety
chain

7.

8.

a. AM 2144 1 Clevis hitch
b. AM 2195 1 Safety chain
30,000# 7/16”
c. BP 3051 3 Pin 1” x 6”,
hitch, plated
d. BM 3498 1 Bushing, safety
chain, 1-3/4” OD
x 1-1/8” ID x 4”
e. BP 3511 3 Pin, cotter, 3/16”
x 1-3/4”
f. AP 2850 1 Perfect hitch

c

d

e
f

Install safety chain in second
holes above or below hitch.
Insert (c) (BP 3051) 1” x 6” hitch
pin through tongue connector.
Insert (d) (BM 3498) bushing
through (b) (AM 2195) safety
chain loop and place assembly
into tongue connector. Push
hitch pin through and secure
with (e) (BP 3511) 3/16” cotter
pin.
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Hitch, Jack and Hitch Storage Assembly
LandRunner Task
Mounting
hitch on
tongue
connector

Procedures
9.

Illustrations

Allow one empty hole above
safety chain and mount (a)
(AM 2144) clevis hitch. Insert
two (c) (BP 3051) 1” x 6” hitch
pins and secure with (e)
(BP 3511) 3/16” x 1-3/4” cotter
pins.

10. Lower drop-leg on jack and
wing jack down until it
touches the floor.

Optional
second
hitch
storage
bracket
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11.

AAM 2424 Second hitch
storage bracket parts:
a. AM 2145 1 Bracket, hitch,
storage
b. BP 3001 2 Nut, hex 3/8”16 grade 2
plated
c. BP 3002 2 Washer, lock,
3/8”, plated
d. BP 3045 1 U-bolt, 3/8”-16
x 6” x 5” plated
e. BP 3500 1 Pin, hair clip,
3/16”

12. Mount on right-hand tongue
towards the rear of the
tongue.

e

a
b
c

d

Nurse Tank Hitch Assembly
LandRunner Task
Mounting
nurse tank
hitch

Procedures
1.

Illustrations

Remove (a) (BP 3240) 1-3/4”
snap ring and (b) (BP 3205)
2-1/2” x 1-3/4” 10 GA.
machinery bushing from
(c) (BM 3550) 1-3/4” x 18-15/16”
pin from nurse tank assembly.

a
b

c

2.

Lift the nurse tank hitch
assembly into position with
a forklift. Center the hitch on
the rear bar weldments and
insert (c) (BM 3550) 1-3/4” x
18-15/16” pin. Secure with
(a) (BP 3240) 1-3/4” snap
ring and (b) (BP 3205) 2-1/2”
x 1-3/4” 10 GA. machinery
bushing

3.

Position (d) (AM 3396) nurse
tank brace over weldments
and insert (e) (BP 3140) 3/4”
x 2-1/2” hex cap screws on
both sides. Secure with (f)
(BP 3035) 3/4” lock washers
and (g) (BP 3034) 3/4”-10 hex
nuts.

4.

Raise nurse tank hitch up
with a forklift and secure
hitch to nurse tank brace
with (h) (BM 3548) 1-1/4” x
4-3/4” double grooved pin,
(i) (BP 3192) 1-7/8” OD x
1-1/4” ID machinery bushings
and (j) (AP 2711) 1-1/4” snap
rings.

5.

a
b

c
f

g

Remove shipping wire from
the swing slide insert.
To check swing slide insert
for proper operation extend
swing slide insert out and
lock into position.
Raise safety latch and pull
up on insert latch and push
swing slide insert back into
assembly.
Insert Latch

e

d

j
i
h

Swing Slide Insert
Pull out to latch
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Safety Latch

Standard Fold Assembly
LandRunner Task
Mounting
cylinder
lug
standard
fold

Procedures

Illustrations

1.

Position (a) (AM 3350)
cylinder lug bracket standard
fold on mainframe mounts.

2.

Secure with eight (b) (BP 3171)
5/8” x 2” hex cap screws,
eight (c) (BP 3039) 5/8” lock
washers and eight (d) (BP 3034)
5/8” nex nuts.

b

a

c
d

b

Installing
bolt-on
primary
wing stops

3.

4.

Place (e) (AM 3038) bolt-on
primary wing stop to the
inside of the mainframe
stops.

c

d

h
g

e

Secure with two (f) (BP 3208)
3/4” x 6” W x 5-3/4” L
u-bolts, four (g) (BP 3035) 3/4”
lock washers and four (h)
(BP 3034) 3/4” hex nuts.

f

Installing
rocker
plate
standard
fold in wing
weldment
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5.

Insert (i) (AM 3383) rocker
plate new style into wing
weldment. Place (j) (BP 3249)
1-7/8 OD x 1-1/4” ID, 14GA
machinery bushing and (k)
(AP 2711) snap ring, 1-1/4”
heavy duty on (l) (BM 3548)
1-1/4” x 4-3/4” double
grooved pin. Insert assembly
through weldment through
rocker plate and secure with
(j) (BP 3249) 1-7/8 OD x 1-1/4”
ID, 14GA machinery bushing
and (k) (AP 2711) snap ring,
1-1/4” heavy duty.

i

k

e

j

j

j

k

180 Degree Fold Center Section Assembly
LandRunner Task

Procedures

7

11

10

3

Illustrations

2

4

1

9

6

5

8

Ref.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

Req.
2
1
20
20
8
8
8
2
2
2
2

Part No.
AM 3051
AM 3352
BP 3034
BP 3035
BP 3038
BP 3039
BP 3171
BP 3208
BP 3511
BP 3514
BP 3500

Description
Wing stop, LR, 180 fold
Bracket, cylinder lug, 4-1/2” cylinder, heavy duty
Nut, Hex, 3/4”-10, Grade 2, Plated
Washer, lock, 3/4”, plated
Nut, hex, 5/8”-11, grade 2, plated
Washer, lock, 5/8”, plated
Hex cap screw, 5/8”-11 x 2”, grade 5, plated
U-bolt, 3/4”-10 x 6” x 5-3/4”, plated
Pin, cotter, 3/16” x 1-3/4”
Pin, clevis, 1” x 3-1/4”
Pin, hair pin, 3/16”

180 rocker plate installed in wing weldment

1

4
3

Ref.
1.
2.

2
3

Req.
2
2

Part No.
AM 3384
BP 3548

3

4

BP 3249

4.

4

AP 2711

4

Description
Rocker plate, LR 180 fold
Pin, 1-1/4” x 4-3/4” Plated, Useable,
Double Grooved
Machinery Bushing, 1-7/8” OD x
1-1/4” ID, 14 GA
Snap Ring, 1-1/4” External, Heavy Duty
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Row Spacing 17R30
Duals Wheel Lift and Singles Hydraulic Gauge Wheel
LandRunner Task
Procedures
Illustrations
Row Layout for:
SCS 2125 1-1/4” x 2 EdgeBent with or without coulters
SealPro Sealer
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Pin Adjust Gauge Wheel Assembly
LandRunner Task
Mounting
pin adjust
gauge
wheels

NOTE:
Consult
row spacing
pages for
pin adjust
gauge
wheel
locations

Procedures

Illustrations

113. Consult row spacing pages
and mark out spacing on
front and back bars.
114. Consult row spacing page
and position (AM 24025) pin
adjust gauge wheel bracket
on mainframe and secure
with two (BP 3208) 3/4-10
x 6”W x 5-3/4”L u-bolts,
four (BP 3035) 3/4” lock
washers and four (BP 3034)
3/4” hex nuts.
115. Position (AM 24024) pin
adjust gauge wheel assembly
leg into mounting bracket
and insert (BM 3650) 1” x
5-9/16” double grooved pin.

116. Secure pin with two (AP 2407)
1” snap rings heavy duty on
both ends of the pin.

117. Insert (BP 3051) 1” x 6” pin
into middle hole of middle
row on the mounting
bracket. Secure with (BP 3511)
3/16” x 1-3/4” cotter key.

118. Remove hex cap screws
from wheel leg hub and
mount (AAM 2768) 9.5L 15
6 ply tire and rim on hubs.
Secure with hex cap
screws. Wheels face to the
outside of the mainframe.
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Lift and Gauge Wheel Assembly
LandRunner Task
Mounting
hydrualic
gauge
wheel
uprights

Procedures
1.

Measure from the center
of the mainframe to the
center of the gauge wheel
upright.
Place (AM 5047) left-hand
cylinder upright bracket
and (AM 5048) right-hand
cylinder upright bracket to
the inside of the rear mainframe.
Check for equal distance
from the hinge plate and
end of the wing.

2.

Position (AM 5049) cylinder
upright clamp bracket on
upright bracket and install
six (BP 3290) 1” x 3” grade 8
hex cap screw and BP 3275)
1” grade 8 hex nuts.

3.

Tighten top and bottom 1”
hex nuts evenly. The space
between clamp and bracket
should be even.

4.

Install (BP 3516) 1-1/4” x
1” ID x 1” OAL Tension
bushing into the top hole of
each upright.

NOTE:
Consult
row spacing pages
for placement
Attaching
cylinder
upright
clamp
bracket

NOTE:
Left-hand
and righthand as
viewed
from the
rear.

Installation
of tension
bushing
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Illustrations

Lift and Gauge Wheel Assembly
LandRunner Task
Mounting
wheel leg

Procedures
5.

Illustrations

Insert (BM 3810) 1-3/4” x 1111/16” anti-rotation pin into
wheel leg weldment. Place
(BP 3205) 2-1/2” x 1-3/4”
10ga. machinery bushing
over end of pin.

Machine bushing
6.

Position (AM 5052) wheel leg
with 2” loop with wheel leg
offset pointing to the outside
in upright weldment.
Push pin through wheel leg
inserting (BP 3205) 2-1/2” x
1-3/4” 10ga. machinery
bushing between wheel leg
and upright weldment.

7.

Secure wheel leg pin with
(BP 3519) 3/8” x 2-1/2” roll
pin.

Machine
bushing

NOTE:
Left-hand
and righthand as
viewed
from the
rear.

Roll pin

Left-hand
wheel leg

right-hand
wheel leg
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Lift and Gauge Wheel Assembly
LandRunner Task
Mounting
hydraulic
cylinders

Procedures
8.

Attach butt end of cylinder to
upright bracket . Secure
with cylinder pin and cotter
pin.

9.

Install (BP 3516) 1-1/4” x 1”
ID x 1” OAL tension bushing
in wheel leg cylinder lug.

NOTE:
Left-hand
and righthand as
viewed
from the
rear.

NOTE:
Consult
hydraulic
diagram for
cylinder
size and
location.

10. Raise wheel leg and attach
rod end to weldment with
cylinder pin and cotter pin.
11. Repeat with all wheel legs.

Draining
oil from
cylinders
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12. Place oil pan under cylinder
rod end and slowly remove
plug. Slowly loosen top port
allowing the oil to escape.
Push the wheel leg down.

Illustrations

Dual Hub and Spindle Assembly
LandRunner Task

Procedures

Mounting
Dual
hub and
spindle to
wheel leg

13. Turn set screws and jam nuts
out far enough to allow the
spindle to be inserted.

Removing
hub from
the dual
spindle

14. Remove hub cup from hub
with the cotter pin attached
to the wheel bolt.
(AAM 2710) 783 2” x 24” hub
and spindle assembly)
.

Illustrations

15. Remove the spindle nut.
Cotter Pin

16. Pull hub off the spindle.
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Dual Wheel Mounting
LandRunner Task
Installation
of dual
hub and
spindle
assembly
on wheel
leg

Procedures
17. Insert spindle into wheel
leg loop. Turn spindle so
spindle sets align with set
screws.

Spindle sets
18. Align the spindle with
set screw and tighten.

19. Install the hub on spindle.

20. Tighten jam nuts before
tightening spindle nut.

21. Tighten the spindle nut until
the hub will not spin freely.
Loosen spindle nut until the
hub spins freely. Replace
cotter pin.
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Illustrations

Dual and Single Assembly
LandRunner Task

Procedures

Mounting
tires on hub

22. Raise wheel leg and block up.

NOTE:

24. Mount both tires.
(AAM 2757 11L-15, 8 ply wheel)
(36 psi. Max.)
or
(AAM 2756 11L-15, 12 ply
wheel (52 psi. Max.)

Before
mounting
the second
tire check
set screw
and jam nut
for tightness

Installation
of single
hub and
spindle
assembly.

Illustrations

23. Remove wheel bolts.

25. Turn set screws out until
spindle can be inserted.
26. Insert (AAM 2708) 738 2” x 14”
hub and spindle assembly
into wheel leg loop.
Spindle should be even with
the end of the loop before
tightening.
27. Tighten set screws and jam
nuts.
28. Remove wheel bolts and
mount tire.
AAM 2757 11L-15, 8 ply wheel)
(36 psi. Max.)
or
(AAM 2756 11L-15, 12 ply
wheel (52 psi. Max.)
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Walking Tandem Lift and Gauge Wheel Assembly
LandRunner Task

Procedures

1.
Cylinder
upright parts

a. AM 3346 1 Cylinder upright
b. AM 5049 1 Bracket, cylinder
upright clamp ‘96
c. BP 3275 6 Nut, hex, 1”-8,
grade 8, plated
d. BP 3290 6 Hex cap screw,
1”-8 x 3”, grade
8, plated

Illustrations

a

d

c
Cylinder
upright
mounting

2.

Position (a) (AM 3346) cylinder
upright according to the row
spacing diagram to the inside
of the rear mainframe

3.

Position (b) (AM 5049) cylinder
upright clamp bracket on
upright bracket and install
six (d) (BP 3290) 1” x 3”, grade
8, hex cap screws and (c)
(BP 3275) 1”, grade 8, hex
nuts.

4.

Tighten top and bottom 1”
hex nuts evenly. The space
between clamp and bracket
should be even.

NOTE:
Consult
row spacing
diagram for
cylinder
upright
placement
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b

Walking Tandem Lift and Gauge Wheel Assembly
LandRunner Task

Procedures

Illustrations

Wheel leg
parts

h
e

g

i
f

Wheel leg
Assembly

5.

e. AM 5030 1 Wheel leg, 20”
heavy duty w/
2” spindle loop
f. AM 5037 2 Bracket, pivot
arm, heavy
duty
g. BP 3034 4 Nut, hex,
3/4”-10, grade
2, plated
h. BP 3035 4 Washer, lock,
3/4”, plated
i. BP 3140 4 Hex cap
screw, 3/4”-10
x 2-1/2”, grade
5, plated
j. AM 5033 2 Plate, Deluxe
walker stop
(Gauge wheel
only)

6.

Insert two (f) (AM 5037) heavy
duty pivot brackets into both
sides of the cylinder upright
loop.

7.

Position (e) 20” wheel leg
with 2” loop between the
pivot brackets. Install two (i)
(BP 3140) 3/4”-10 x 2-1/2”
grade 5 hex cap screws on
each side from inside the
wheel leg. Securewith (h)
(BP 3035) 3/4” lock washers
and (g) (BP 3034) 3/4” hex nuts.
Place (j) (AM 5033) stop plate
deluxe walker on the inside
lower 3/4” bolt on each wing
gauge wheel mount.

j
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Walking Tandem Lift and Gauge Wheel Assembly
LandRunner Task
Wheel leg
and upright
tension
bushing
installation

Mounting
cylinders

NOTE:
Consult
hydraulic
diagram for
cylinder
sizes
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Procedures
8.

Install (BP 3516) 1-1/4” x 1” x
1” tension bushing in
cylinder upright.

9.

Install (BP 3516) 1-1/4” x 1” x
1” tension bushing in
wheel leg cylinder lug.

10. Attach butt end of cylinder
to upright bracket. Secure
with cylinder pin and cotter
pins.

Illustrations

Walking Tandem Lift and Gauge Wheel Assembly
LandRunner Task

Procedures

Illustrations

Attaching
cylinder rod
to wheel leg

11. Raise wheel leg and attach
rod end to weldment with
cylinder pin and cotter pins.

Draining
oil from
cylinders

12. Place oil pan under cylinder
rod end and slowly remove
plug. Slowly loosen top port
allowing the oil to escape.
Push the wheel leg down.

Installation
of walker
hub and
spindle
assembly

13. Turn set screws out until
spindle can be inserted.

NOTE:
Left-hand
and righthand as
viewed
from the
rear.

14. Walker Parts:
a. AAM 2708 4 Assembly hub &
spindle, 783 hub
2” x 14”
b. AM 5023
2 Pivot pin,
tandem 2”
c. AM 3399
1 Walker,
left-hand LRII
d. AM 3398
1 Walker,
right-hand LRII
e. BP 3072
4 Grease zerk
1/4”-28

e
Right-hand
a

Left-hand
c

b

Tractor side
d
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Walking Tandem Lift and Gauge Wheel Assembly
LandRunner Task
Mounting
walking
tandem to
wheel leg

NOTE:

Procedures

Illustrations

15. Raise wheel leg and place
block under loop. Turn set
screws and jam nuts far
enough out to allow the pivot
pin to be inserted.

Grease zerk
openings
on walking
tandems
must face
up

16. Raise walking tandem and
align with wheel leg loop.
Insert ( d) (AM 5009) pivot pin.
Align indents in pivot pin
with set screws as pin is
inserted.

17. Raise end of walker and
tighten set screws and jam
nuts on wheel leg loop.
Remove set screws and jam
nuts from walking tandem
loops.

Left-hand
from the rear
Set Screws
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Walking Tandem Lift and Gauge Wheel Assembly
LandRunner Task
Insertion of
spindle
assemblies

Procedures

Illustrations

18. Insert (a) (AAM 2708) hub and
spindle assembly into walking
tandem spindle loops. The
spindle end should be flush
with the end of the loop.

19. Install and tighten set screws
and jam nuts.

Mounting
tires on
walking
tandems

20. Remove wheel bolts.
Raise the center pivot high
enough to mount wheels.
(Torque 85 to 100 lb. ft)

21. Remove caps from top of
walking tandem and grease
pivot pin. Replace caps.
Grease
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180 Degree Fold Assembly
LandRunner Task
Mounting
secondary
wing
hinges

Procedures
1.

2.
Installation
of secondary
bolt-on wing
hinges.

Mounting
secondary
180 degree
fold wings.

a. AM 3053 (4) Hinge, LR, 180
degree fold
b. BP 3035 (8) Washer, lock,
3/4”, plated
c. BP 3034 (8) Nut, hex,
3/4”-10, plated
d. BP 3146 (8) Hex cap screw,
3/4”-10 x 6”,
grade 5, plated

Illustrations
d
b

c
a

Place (a) (AM 3053) 180 degree
fold hinges over the end of
secondary wings.

3.

Secure with (d) (BP 3146) 3/4”-10
x 6” hex cap screws, (b)
(BP 3035) 3/4” lock washers and
(c) (BP 3034) 3/4” hex nuts.

4.

Position (AM 3054) 2’ 8” 180
degree fold wing or (AM 3055)
4’ 8” 180 degree fold wing into
hinge weldments with a forklift.
Insert (BM 3541) 1-1/4” x 7-3/4”
pins with groove into top hole
of hinge weldment.
Hinge pin

5.
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Secure hinges with (BP 3249)
1-7/8” OD x 1-1/4” ID
machinery bushings, 14
gauge and(AP 2711) 1-1/4”
external, heavy duty snap
rings.

180 Degree Fold Assembly
LandRunner Task
Secondary
wing
linkage
parts

Procedures
6.

Illustrations

Secondary wing linkage parts

a

c

c

i

i
g

h

b

h

e
f

e
j

d
h

j

d
i

Ref.
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.
j.

Req.
2
2
6
10
6
2
2
6
4
4

Part No.
AM 4515
AM 4516
AP 2407
AP 2711
BM 3541
BM 3542
BM 3543
BP 3072
BP 3215
BP 3249

c

Description
Secondary wing linkage #1, AT5000
Secondary wing linkage #2, AT5000
Snap ring, 1” external, heavy duty
Snap ring, 1-1/4” external, heavy duty
Pin, 1-1/4” x 7-3-1/16” headed w/groove
Pin, 1” x 4-5/8” headed w/groove
Pin, 1” x 4-5/16” double grooved, plated
Grease zerk, 1/4”-28
Machinery bushing, 1-1/2” x 1”, 14 gauge
Machinery bushing, 1-1/4” ID x 1-7/8” OD, 14 gauge
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180 Degree Fold Assembly
LandRunner Task
Wing
linkage
assembly

Procedures
7.

8.

9.

Illustrations

Insert (a) (AM 4515) secondary
wing linkage into secondary
wing hinge weldment.
Secure with (e) (BM 3541)
1-1/4” x 7 3-1/16” pin, (j)
(BP 3249) 1-1/4” ID x 1-7/8”
OD machinery bushing and
(d) (AP 2711) 1-1/4” snap ring.

a
c
e

Place (b) (AM 4516) secondary
wing linkage into primary
wing weldment. Secure
with (f) (BM 3542) 1” x 4-5/8”
pin, (i) (BP 3215) 1-1/2” x 1”
machinery bushing and (c)
(AP 2407) 1” snap ring.

c
i

f

Install (h) (BP 3072) 1/4”
grease zerks into secondary
wing linkages.

j

d
Cylinder
lug 180
degree fold
parts

10. a. AM 3050 2 Cylinder lug
LR 180 degree
fold
b. BP 3208 4 U-bolt, 3/4”-10
x 6” x 5-3/4”
c. BP 3033 8 Washer, flat, 3/4”
d. BP 3034 8 Nut, hex, 3/4”-10,
grade 2, plated
e. BP 3035 8 Washer, lock,
3/4”, plated

b

e
a

NOTE:
Tension
bushing
installed at
factory
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11.

Place (a) (AM 3050) cylinder lug
behind weldments on primary
wing. Secure with (b) (BP 3208)
3/4” x 6” x 5-3/4” u-bolts
(c) (BP 3033) 3/4” flat washers
(e) (BP 3035) 3/4” lock washers
and (d) (BP 3034) 3/4” hex nuts.

d

c

180 Degree Fold Assembly
LandRunner Task
Rocker
plate
installation

NOTE:
Consult
hydraulic
diagram
pages for
correct
tension
bushing

Wing rest
parts and
installation

Procedures

Illustrations

12. Position (AM 3384) 180 degree
fold rocker plate into primary
wing weldment. Secure with
(BP 3509) 1-1/4” x 4-5/8” pin
and (BP 3517) 7/16” lynch
pin.
Install tension bushing in top
hole of rocker plate. Consult
hydraulic diagram pages for
tension bushing part number
and size.

13. a. AM 3359 1 Wing rest &
latch 180
degree fold
b. BP 3038 2 Nut, hex, 5/8”-11,
grade 2, plated
c. BP 3039 2 Washer, lock,
5/8”, plated
d. BP 3099 1 U-bolt, 5/8”-11
x 6” x 6”, plated

a
b
c

d

NOTE:
Wing lock
plates
should
move freely
over wing
rest latch

Mounting
4” x 24”
cylinder to
mainframe
cylinder lug

NOTE:
Consult
hydraulic
diagram for
cylinder
size and
location

14. Place (a) (AM 3359) wing rest
latch on end of secondary
tractor side wing weldment
and install (d) (BP 3099) 5/8”-11
x 6” x 6” u-bolt, (c) (BP 3039)
5/8” lock washers and (b)
(BP 3038) 5/8”-11 hex nuts.
Fold wing when system is
charged and adjust wing
rest before tightening hex
nuts.
15. Install (BP 3570) 1-1/2” x
1” x 1” tension bushing
to both ends of the main
frame cylinder lug. Mount
(DP 4248) 4” x 24” hydraulic
cylinders on mainframe
cylinder lug with hardware
provided with cylinder.
Raise the rod end of the
cylinder.
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180 Degree Fold Assembly
LandRunner Task
Installing
hydraulic
fittings to
primary
wing
cylinders

Procedures

Illustrations

16. Install (DP 4181) 6MJ-6MJ-8M
o-ring tee to the four top ports
of the 4” x 24” cylinders.
17. Place (DP 4394) 8MSAE-6MJIC,
adapter in side port of left-hand
cylinder.
Left-hand

NOTE:
Left-hand
and righthand as
viewed
from the
rear.

Right-hand

Installing
hydraulic
cylinders
and fittings
to secondary wings

6MJ-6MJ-8M o-ring tee

6MJ-8MSAE 90 degree
adapters

NOTE:
Consult
hydraulic
diagram for
cylinder
size and
location

18. Mount (DP 4375) 4” x 20”
hydraulic cylinders to secondary
wing cylinder lug. Install four
(DP 4301) 6MJ-8MSAE 90 degree
adapters to the top ports.
6MJ-8MSAE 90 degree
adapters
Left-hand
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Right-hand

180 Degree Fold Assembly
LandRunner Task
Installation
of hydraulic
cylinders

NOTE:
Consult
hydraulic
diagram for
hose sizes
and location

Procedures

Illustrations

19. Consult hydraulic diagram
for hose sizes and location
before installation.

20. Block all wing cylinders in up
position for linkage attachment.
Rod end of cylinders will be
extended hydraulically after
plumbing is installed.

Block All Wing
Cylinders Up.

NOTE: Cylinders should be blocked high enough
to avoid damage to cylinders or wings when rods
are extended hydraulically.

Remote
hydraulic

21. Connect the hydraulic
hoses to the tractor remote
couplers. The 1/2" hoses
supply oil to the wheel lift
cylinders. The 1/4" hoses
supply oil to the wing
cylinders. Mark 1/4” disc
hose pairs with paint or
tape. Mark hoses so that they
are plugged in correctly each
time.

Generic example

WARNING: Hydraulic fluid escaping under pressure can have
enough force to penetrate the skin. Hydraulic fluid may also infect
a minor cut or opening in the skin. If injured by escaping fluid, see
doctor at once. Serious infection or reaction can result if medical
treatment is not given immediately. Make sure all connections are
tight and that hoses and lines are in good condition before applying
pressure to the system. Relieve all pressure before disconnecting
the lines or performing other work on the hydraulic systems.

Charging
the wing
cylinders

22. Begin by holding the tractor
remote lever in one direction
until the cylinders are fully
extended or retracted. Hold
1 minute to purge air from
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180 Degree Fold Assembly
LandRunner Task

Procedures
23. Block all wing cylinders in up
position for linkage attachment.
Rod end of cylinders will be
extended hydraulically after
plumbing is installed.

NOTE: Cylinders should be blocked high enough
to avoid damage to cylinders or wings when rods
are extended hydraulically.

Installing
hydraulic
fittings to
wheel lift
cylinders

NOTE:
Left-hand
and righthand as
viewed
from the
rear.

Installation
of fittings
to primary
wing
cylinders

Installation
of hydraulic
hoses
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24. Install o-ring adapters that
come with cylinder in top
and bottom ports. Tape and
install (DP 4143) adapter
10MJIC-8MSAE 90 degree
male elbow in top and
bottom port of mainframe
lift cylinders.

25. Install o-ring adapters that
come with cylinder in top
and bottom ports. Tape and
install (DP 4143) adapter
10MJIC-8MSAE 90 degree
male elbow in top and
bottom port of primary wing
lift cylinders.
26. Consult hydraulic diagrams
for hose sizes and placement.

Illustrations
Block All Wing
Cylinders Up.

180 Degree Fold Assembly
LandRunner Task
Remote
hydraulic

NOTE:
Always
connect the
hoses so the
equipment
raises when
the tractor
remote
control lever
is moved
rearward
and lowers
when the
lever is
moved
forward.

Procedures

Illustrations

27. Connect the hydraulic hoses
to the tractor remote couplers.
The 1/2" hoses supply oil to
the wheel lift cylinders. The
1/4" hoses supply oil to the
wing cylinders. Mark 1/4”
disc hose pairs with paint or
tape. Mark hoses so that they
are plugged in correctly each
time.

Generic example

WARNING: Hydraulic fluid escaping under pressure can have
enough force to penetrate the skin. Hydraulic fluid may also infect
a minor cut or opening in the skin. If injured by escaping fluid, see
doctor at once. Serious infection or reaction can result if medical
treatment is not given immediately. Make sure all connections are
tight and that hoses and lines are in good condition before applying
pressure to the system. Relieve all pressure before disconnecting
the lines or performing other work on the hydraulic systems.

CAUTION:
Always
hook tool
bar to
tractor
before
filling oil
lines.
Charging
Lift cylinder
hydraulics

28. Begin by holding the tractor
remote lever in one direction
until the cylinders are fully
extended or retracted. Hold
1 minute to purge air from
lines. Reverse thedirection
of the remote lever to
charge the other side of the
system. Hold 1 minute to
purge air from lines.
Continue process until
cylinders are extending and
retracting completely.
Raise and lower lift cylinders.
Check for proper operation.
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180 Degree Fold Assembly
LandRunner Task
Charging
the wing
cylinders

NOTE:

Procedures

Illustrations

29. Begin by holding the tractor
remote lever in one direction
until the cylinders are fully
extended or retracted. Hold
1 minute to purge air from
lines. Reverse thedirection of
the remote lever to charge the
other side of the system. Hold
1 minute to purge air from
lines. Continue process until
cylinders are extending and
retracting completely.

Cylinder
should be
blocked
high
enough to
avoid
damage to
wings when
rods are
30. Extend rods slowly until centered
extend
over primary wing rocker plates
and secondary wing linkages.
hydraulically.

CAUTION:
Always
hook tool
bar to
tractor
before
filling oil
lines.

31. Insert clevis pins that come with
cylinders and secure with cotter
pins.
32. Pull secondary wing linkages
up and insert rod clevis over
secondary wing linkage #2
and between secondary wing
linkage #1. Insert (a) 1” x
4-5/16” double groove pin into
linkage. Place two (b) 1-1/2”
x 1” 14 Ga. machinery bushings
(BP 3215) over pin ends and
secure with two (c) 1” external
heavy duty snap rings (AP 2407).
33. Repeat procedure on opposite
wing linkage.
34. Fold and unfold wings.
Check for proper operation.
35. Grease zerks on each primary
and secondary hinge and
wing linkage.
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a

b

c

Secondary
Linkage #2
Secondary
Linkage #1

180 Degree Fold Assembly
LandRunner Task

Procedures

Illustrations

Installation 36. a. AM 4566 2
of secondary
wing latch
b. AM 4567 2
c. AM 4568 4
d. AP 2711

4

e. BP 3038 2
f. BP 3099 2
g. BP 3179 2
h. BP 3244 2
i. BP 3249 4

Wing latch
pivot, secondary
wing
Pipe spacer
Secondary wing
lock plate
Snap ring, 1-1/4”
external, heavy
duty
Nut, hex, 5/8”-11,
grade 2, plated
U-bolt 5/8”-11
x 6” x 6”,
plated
Hex cap screw,
1/2”-13 x 8”,
grade 5, plated
Nut, hex lock,
1/2”-13
Machinery
bushing, 1-7/8”
OD x 1-1/4” ID,
14 Ga.

g

e
a

b

f

c
i

h

d

37. Place (a) (AM 4566) wing latch
pivot on bottom of front
primary wing tube. Install
(f) (BP 3099) 5/8” x 6” x 6”
u-bolt into pivot bracket.
Place (e) (BP 3038) 5/8” hex
nuts on u-bolt. Tighten hex
nut enough so the pivot
bracket will still slide on
tube.
38. Install (c) (AM 4568) secondary
wing lock plates on both sides
of pivot bracket. Secure with
(i) (BP 3249) 1-7/8” OD x 1-1/4” ID
machinery bushing and (d)
(AP 2711) 1-1/4” snap ring heavy
duty.
39. Raise both wing lock plates
and install (g) (BP 3179) 1/2”
x 8” hex cap screw through
plate (b) (AM 4567) pipe spacer
and second plate. Secure with
(h) (BP 3244) 1/2” hex lock nut.
40. Position assembly from bolt-on
hinge plate to center of u-bolt 33-1/4” short wing or 56-1/4” long
wing.
41. Fold secondary wing over
and position wing latch so hook
will move freely over wing rest
latch. Secure hex nuts on
u-bolts.

U-bolt
center
Bolt-on
hinge
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Primary Wing Stop and Lock-down
LandRunner Task
Wing stop
180 degree
fold parts

Procedures
1.

2.

Locking
primary
wings for
transport
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a. AM 3051 2 Wing stop LR
180 fold
b. BP 3034 4 Nut, Hex, 3/4”-10
grade 2 plated
c. BP 3035 4 Washer, lock,
3/4” plated
d. BP 3208 2 U-bolt, 3/4”-10
x 6” x 5-3/4”,
plated
e. BP 3511 1 Pin, cotter, 3/16”
x 1-3/4”
f. BP 3514 1 Pin, clevis, 1” x
3-1/4”
g. BP 3500 1 Pin, hair pin,
3/16”
Mount (a) (AM 3051) 180 fold
wing stop behind weldments
on rear bar of mainframe.
Secure with (d) (BP 3208) 3/4”-10
x 6” x 5-3/4” u-bolts, (b)
(BP 3035) 3/4” lock washers and
(c) (BP 3034) 3/4” hex nuts.

3.

Install (e) (BP 3511) 3/16” x
1-3/4” cotter pin in (f) (BP 3514)
1” x 3-1/4” clevis pin and bend
cotter pin ends. Insert in top
hole of wing stop to lock
primary wings.

4.

Secure pin with (g) (BP 3500)
3/16” hair pin clip.

5.

Store pin in bottom hole of
of wing stop.

Illustrations
d

f

c
b

a

g

e

180 Degree Fold
LandRunner Task

Procedures

Illustrations
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Offset Stagger Bracket Assembly
LandRunner Task
Offset
stagger
bracket

Procedures
1.

NOTE:
Consult
row spacing
pages for
offset
bracket
location

NOTE:

AAM 2152 Offset bracket
16” x 8” W/Mtg. hardware
a. AM 2394 1 Bracket, offset
16” x 8”
b. BP 3034 4 Nut, hex, 3/4”
-10 grade 2
plated
c. BP 3035 4 Washer, lock
3/4”, plated
d. BP 3047 2 U-bolt, 3/4”-10
x 4”W x 7-3/4”L
plated

Consult
offset
bracket
parts page
for offset
sizes and
parts.

Mounting
offset
bracket
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Illustrations
d

c
b

a

2.

Mark row spacing locations
on tool bar with marker.
Consult row spacing pages
for measurements. Align the
offset bracket with the center
of the row spacing mark.

3.

Install two (a) (BP 3047) 3/4”
x 4”W x 7-3/4”L u-bolts over
mainframe tube into offset
weldment and secure
with four (c) (BP 3035) 3/4”
lock washers and four (b)
(BP 3034) 3/4” hex nuts

4.

Offset bracket with 1” x 2”
flat row clamp mounted.

Shank Assembly and Mounting
LandRunner Task

Procedures

Illustrations

1” x 2” flat 1. a. AM 2146 1 Clamp, square
hole 4”
shank parts
b. AM 2719 1
c. AP 2063 2
d. BP 3034 2
e. BP 3035 2
f. BP 3037 1

Mounting
1” x 2” flat
shank

NOTE:

mounting,
coil & flat
Bracket,
universal
coulter 4” x 6”
1” x 2” flat shank
Nut, hex, 3/4”10, grade 2,
plated
Washer, lock
3/4”, plated
Hex, cap screw,
3/4”-10 x 7”
grade 5 plated

d
e
a
b
c

f

2. Center (b) (AM 2719) universal
bracket on row spacing marks.
Insert (a) (AM 2146) square hole
clamp through rear hole in
universal bracket.
Place (e) (BP 3035) 3/4” lock
washer and (d) (BP 3034) 3/4”
hex nut on square hole clamp
threads.

The flat
side of the
square hole
clamp must
face the
3. Insert (c) (AP 2063) 1” x 2” flat
tube

shank into square hole clamp
until shank hole aligns with
universal bracket top hole.
Insert (f) (BP 3037) 3/4” x 7”
hex cap screw from the
bottom. Place (e) (BP 3035) 3/4”
lock washer and (d) (BP 3034)
3/4” hex nut on hex cap screw.

NOTE:
Check
bracket fit.
Brackets
should fit
flat against
the tube

3. Snug-up the square hole clamp
hex nut first. Tighten the hex
cap screw hex nut next.
Check both hex nuts for
tightness.

Tighten second
Tighten first

NOTE:
No threads
in shear
area when
attaching
knives
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SCS 2100 Spring Cushion Assembly and Mounting
LandRunner Task
SCS 2100
flat spring
cushion

Procedures

Illustrations

1. SCS 2100 flat spring cushion
with coulter parts:

a

c

d

h

e
f
g

b

a. AM 2189
b. AM 4772
c. BP 3034
d. BP 3035
e. BP 3038
f. BP 3039
g. BP 3097
h. BP 3334

SCS 2100
flat spring
cushion
mounting

1
1
4
4
4
4
4
2

Spring bundle base assembly
Bracket 4” x 6” flatback coulter
Hex, nut 3/4”-10 plated
Washer, lock 3/4”
Nut, hex, 5/8”-11, grade 2
Washer, lock, 5/8” plated
Hex cap screw, 5/8”-11 x 1-1/2”, grade 5 plated
U-bolt, 3/4”-10 x 6” x 5-7/16”, plated

2. Center on row spacing marks (a)
(AM 2189) spring bundle base
from the bottom on frame. Insert
two (h) (BP 3334) 3/4”-10 x 6” x
5-7/16” u-bolts into assembly.
Secure with four (d) (BP 3035)
3/4” lock washers and (c)
(BP 3034) 3/4” hex nuts.

3. Remove hex nut and lock
washer at bottom of assembly
before mounting shank.
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Hex nut

SCS 2100 Spring Cushion Assembly and Mounting
LandRunner Task
Installing
1” x 2” flat
shank on
SCS 2100
flat spring
cushion

Procedures
4.

Illustrations

Raise 1” x 2” shank into
assembly over 3/4” bolt stub.
Replace 3/4” lock washer
and hex nut. Insert punch to
hold up the rear of shank
while the hex nut is installed.
Do not tighten until the rear
3/4” hex cap screw is installed.

Punch

5.

Insert (BP 3141) 3/4” x 3” hex
cap screw through opening
in side of assembly weldment
into shank weldment. Raise
shank and insert hex cap screw
under shank. Place (BP 3035)
3/4” lock washer and (BP 3034)
3/4” hex nut on hex cap screw.

6.

Tighten front or rear 3/4” hex
nuts at this time.

Insertion
point for 3/4”
x 3” hex cap
screw.
Mounting
coulter
bracket

7.

Install (b) (AM 4772) 4” x 6”
flatback bracket on front of
spring cushion assembly with
four (g) (BP 3097) 5/8” x 1-1/2”
hex cap screws and secure
with four (f) (BP 3039) 5/8” lock
washers and (e) (BP 3039)
5/8” hex nuts.
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Coulter Assembly
LandRunner Task

Procedures

Preparing
coulters for
mounting

1. Remove hex cap screws from
coulter hub.

Attaching
20” fluted
blades to
coulter
assembly

2. Place (AP 2701) 20” fluted
coulter blade on coulter
assembly and replace hex
cap screws.

Placing
machinery
bushing on
coulter
shank

3. Install (BP 3205) 2-1/2” x 1-3/4”
machinery bushing over
(AM 2735) 16” coulter shank
weldment.

Attaching
shank to
coulter
assembly

4.

Insert the 16” coulter shank
into coulter assembly. Start
(BP 3519) 3/8” x 2-1/2” roll
pin in base of coulter shank.
Insert the (BP 3534) 7/32” x
2/1/2” roll pin in the end of
the 3/8” roll pin and drive
both pins together. Leave an
equal amount of pin on both
sides of the shank.

7/32” x 2-1/2”
roll pin
3/8” x 2-1/2”
roll pin
3/8”x2” roll pin
Machine bushing
Coulter assembly
Coulter shank 16”

Installing
roll pin in
shank
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5. Install the (BP 3162) 3/8” x 2”
roll pin through the top hole.

Illustrations

Coulter Mounting
LandRunner Task
Mounting
coulter
assembly

Procedures
6.

Insert two (BP 3229) 1/2” x
2-1/2” carriage bolts in
shank assembly.

7.

Install coulter assembly in
bracket slot. Let coulter
shank rest on top roll pin.
Insert top carriage bolt. Push
coulter shank into bracket
and insert bottom carriage
bolt. Place (BP 3043) 1/2”
lock washer and (BP 3042)
1/2” hex nut on each
carriage bolt.

8.

Raise coulter shank up and
install a 4” spacer block
under roll pin.
This is a starting point.

9.

Tighten 1/2” hex nuts and
remove spacer block.

Illustrations

10. The same steps are use
to mount coulter assembly
on SCS spring cushion flatback bracket.
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Standard Fold Hydraulic Assembly
LandRunner Task
Mounting
wing
cylinders

NOTE:
Cotter keys
should be
used instead o hair
pin cotters
in all
cylinder
pins. Failure to use
cotter keys
could result
in damage
to the
cylinders,
machine
and tires

NOTE:

Procedures
NOTE:

Illustrations
Left-hand from the rear

Consult
hydraulic
diagrams
in the parts
section

b
a

1.

2.

Left-hand
and righthand as
viewed
from the
rear

Install wing cylinders to
mainframe cylinder weldment. Secure with cylinder
pins and cotter keys.

c

b

e

a

Place (a) (DP 4161) o-ring
adapters in top ports of
both wing cylinders. Two
o-ring adapter are included
with each cylinder. One
o-ring adapter is included
with parts for the side port
of the left-hand cylinder.

a

NOTE:
Tape all
pipe thread
fittings only.

3.

CAUTION:

4.

Do not
overtighten
pipe thread
fittings. This
may damage
the cylinder

Insert (b) (BM 3524) oil
flow restrictors into o-ring
adapters before installing
(c) (DP 4001) 6MJ-8MP 90
degree male elbow adapters.
Place (b) (BM 3524) oil flow
restrictors into o-ring
adapter on side port before
installing hydraulic hose.

5.

Consult hydraulic diagram
and install hydraulic hoses.

6.

Install (d) (DP 4004) 6MJ6MJ-6MJ tee between hoses
on left-hand cylinder.

b
Left-hand from
the rear
Left-hand from
the rear
d

c
b
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b
Right-hand
from the rear

Standard Fold, Lift and Gauge Wheel Hydraulic Assembly
LandRunner Task
Mounting
wing
cylinders
continued

Procedures
7.

Place four (AP 2282-1) wire
hose retainers down the
right and left-hand tongues.

8.

Extend wing hoses and
through wire hose
retainers on left-hand
tongue to the hitch.

9.

Install pioneer fittings on
wing hoses. (Pioneer fitting
not included in hydraulic
package.)

NOTE:
Left-hand
and righthand as
viewed
from the
rear
Installing
lift cylinder
fittings

Illustrations

10. Tape and install (a) (DP 4143)
10MJIC-8MSAE 90 degree
male elbow adapters in top
and bottom ports of wheel
lift and gauge wheel
cylinders. (Fittings pointing
to the center.

AP 2282-1
4” x 6”

Left-hand
from the rear
Center section

a

NOTE:
Tape all
pipe thread
fittings only

CAUTION:
Do not
overtighten
pipe thread
fitting. This
may damage
the cylinder

a

11. Consult hydraulic diagram
and install hydraulic hoses.
12. Extend 3/8” hydraulic hose
acrossed wings and center
section down the right-hand
tongue through wire hose
retainers.
13. Install pioneer fittings to
wing hoses. (Pioneer fitting
not included in hydraulic
package.)
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Standard & 180 Fold, Lift and Gauge Wheel Hydraulic
Hoses
LandRunner Task

Procedures

Illustrations

Left-hand
from
the rear
pictured

Left-hand
from
the rear
pictured

Wheel lift
hydraulic hose
placement

NOTE:
Left-hand
and righthand as
viewed
from the
rear
Gauge Wheel
hydraulic hose
placement
Consult hydraulic
diagram for righthand hoses
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Standard & 180 Fold, Lift and Gauge Wheel Hydraulic
Hoses
LandRunner Task
Procedures
Illustrations
Left-hand
from
the rear
pictured

Lift and Gauge
Wheel
hydraulic hose
placement on
tongue
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Hydraulic Assembly
LandRunner Task

Procedures

Illustrations

Connecting 14. Connect the hydraulic hoses
to the tractor remote couplers.
hydraulic
The 3/8" hoses supply oil to
hoses
the wheel lift cylinders. The
1/4" hoses supply oil to the
wing cylinders. Mark 1/4”
hose pairs with paint or
tape. Mark hoses so that
they are plugged in correctly
each time.

CAUTION:
Always
hook tool
bar to
tractor
before
filling oil
lines

Generic example

WARNING: Hydraulic fluid escaping under pressure can have
enough force to penetrate the skin. Hydraulic fluid may also infect
a minor cut or opening in the skin. If injured by escaping fluid, see
doctor at once. Serious infection or reaction can result if medical
treatment is not given immediately. Make sure all connections are
tight and that hoses and lines are in good condition before applying
pressure to the system. Relieve all pressure before disconnecting
the lines or performing other work on the hydraulic systems.

Charging 15. Before charging the wing
cylinders block rod ends up.
and attaching wing
16. Hook implement to tractor.
cylinders
Connect the hydraulic lines
to tractor ports.

NOTE:
Cylinder
17.
should be
blocked high
enough to
avoid damage to wings
when rods
are extend
hydraulically

CAUTION:
Always
hook tool
bar to
tractor
before
filling oil
lines

NOTE:
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Begin by holding the tractor
remote lever in one direction
until the cylinders are fully
extended or retracted. Hold
1 minute to purge air from
lines. Reverse thedirection of
the remote lever to charge the
other side of the system. Hold
1 minute to purge air from
lines. Continue process until
cylinders are extending and
retracting completely.

18. Extend cylinder rod slowly
until centered over rocker
plate.
19. Insert 1” x 3-1-1/2” clevis pin
and secure with cotter keys.

Charging a
hydraulic
20. Repeat procedure on opposite
wing linkage.
system will
remove oil
21. Repeat steps to charge wheel
from a
lift cylinder.
tractors
hydraulic
22. Raise lift wheels and install
reservoir.
(a) (AM 3039) cylinder transport
Be sure to
locks over cylinder rods.
check
Secure with (b) (BM 3520)
tractor oil
transport clip pin. Install depth
level after
collars as needed on each rod.
charging a
(Depth collars and transport
new system
locks used on center section lift
wheel only.)

a
b

SMV and Light Kit Assembly
LandRunner Task
Light Kit
Parts

Procedures
1.

NOTE:
Left-hand
and righthand as
viewed
from the
rear.

a. AM 4077 (1) Bracket, SMV
mounting
b. AP 2543 (1) SMV mounting
socket
c. BP 3001 (1) Nut, hex, 3/8”-16
grade 2, plated
d. BP 3002 (2) Washer, lock
3/8”, plated
e. BP 3045 (1) U-bolt, 3/8”-16
x 6” x 5”, plated

Illustrations

c
d

b
a

Light kit
mounting
bracket
parts

Light kit
mounting

2.

Mount (a) (AM 4077) SMV bracket
near center of rear bar with
(e) (BP 3045) 3/8”-16 x 6” x 5”
u-bolt, (d) (BP 3002) 3/8” lock
washers and (c) (BP 3001) 3/8”-16
hex nuts.

3.

a.AM 4572 (2)Mounting plate,
light bracket
b.AM 4573 (2)Tube, light
bracket
c. BP 3045 (4)U-bolt, 3/8”-16 x
6” x 5”
d.BP 3563 (8)U-bolt, 3/8”-16 x
1-1/2” x 2-1/2”
e.BP 3564 (8)Nut, keps, 3/8”-16,
plated

4.

e

b

c

a

d
e

Attach (a) (AM 4572) mounting
plate light bracket on rear frame
with plate excess to the rear
with two (c) (BP 3045) 3/8”-16 x
6” x 5” u-bolts and four (e)
(BP 3564) 3/8” keps nuts.

5. Mount (b) (AM 4573) light tube
bracket with two (d) ( BP 3563)
3/8”-16 x 1-1/2” x 2-1/2” u-bolts
and four (e) (BP 3564) 3/8” keps
nuts.
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Light Kit Assembly
LandRunner Task
Light
assembly

Procedures
6.

NOTE:
Left-hand
and righthand as
viewed
from the
rear.

NOTE:
Consult
Trail Lite Kit
manual

Lay lamp mounting bracket
(AM 4574) on bench with red
reflector facing up. Pull
rubber boots down over wires
of lamp assembly (b) (AP 2827).
Remove nut & lock washer
down over wires. Slip wire
through notch & insert mounting
stud into hole, Replace lock
washer and nut, align lamp and
tighten securely. Replace rubber
boot, pushing it up as far as
possible. Repeat until all lamps
are mounted securely on
bracket.

Illustrations

Amber
Red
Lights viewed from
the rear

b
c

7.

Dust cover
mounting

a.AM 4574 (1)Bracket, lamp
mounting with
reflector
b.AP 2827 (2)Lamp assembly,
with rubber cover
c. BP 3563 (2)U-bolt, 3/8”-16 x
1-1/2” x 2-1/2”
d.BP 3564 (2)Nut, keps, 3/8”-16

8.

Install lamp assembly to light
bracket with one (c) (BP 3563)
3/8”-16 x 1-1/2” x 2-1/2” u-bolt.
and (d) (BP 3564) 3/8” keps nuts.

9.

a.AM 4575 (1)Bracket, dust
cap holder
b.AP 2829 (1)Dust Cap
c. BP 3053 (2)Nut, hex, 1/4”-20
grade 2
d.BP 3150 (2)Hex cap screw,
1/4”-20 x 1”
e BP 3045 (2)U-bolt, 3/8”-16
x 6” x 5”, plated
f. BP 3564 (2)Nut, keps, 3/8”-16

a

d

c

f
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b

a

d

e

Light Kit Assembly
LandRunner Task
Attaching
wiring

Procedures

Illustrations

10. Mount (a) (AM 4575) dust cap
holder bracket near gauge
bracket with (e) (BP 3045)
3/8”16 x 6” x 5” u-bolts and
(f) (BP 3564) 3/8” keps nuts.
12. Attach (b) (AP 2829) dust cap to
holder with two (d) (BP 3150)
1/4” x 1” hex cap screws and
two (c) (BP 3053) 1/4” hex nuts.
13. Locate the 25’ electrical
harness (h) (AP 2826) with 4
pin male connector at/or
near center of implement.
Identify and connect the 3
pin female connector with
orange wire to the left-hand
light assembly, when looking forward. Identify and
connect the 3 pin female
connector with blue wire to
the right-hand light assembly, when looking forward.
Locate (g) (AP 2824) 10’
main 7 pin electrical harness
at/or near tongue attachment
of implement. Connect (i)
(AP 2828) electrical harness
to (h) (AP 2828) 25’ electrical
harness. Extend wire through
wire retainers and connect to
(g) (AP 2824) 10’ main electrical
harness. Coil excess wire
and secure with cable ties.
14. g.AP 2824 (1)Electrical
harness 10’ main
7pin connector
h.AP 2826 (1)Electrical
harness 25’ rear
i. AP 2828 (1)Electrical harness
main extension 15’

h
g

i

Tractor
Connection

h

g

i
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Safety Tank Assembly
LandRunner Task
Mounting
safety tank

Procedures

Illustrations

1. Attach two (a) (AM 2136)
9 gallon tank mounting
brackets to (b) (AP 2137)
9 gallon fresh water safety
tank with six (c) (BP 3158)
5/16” lock washers and (d)
(BP 3108) 5/16” x 1” hex cap
screws.

b
a
c

c
d

d

e

f

NOTE:

g

2.

Attach tank on the left-hand
side with two (e) (BP 3214)
3/8” x 4-1/16”W x 7”L u-bolts,
Secure with (f) (BP 3002)
3/8” lock washers and (g)
(BP 3001) 3/8” hex nuts.

3.

Place sealant on tank
spigot and install in the
front of the tank.
Place sealant on hose barbs
and install top and bottom.
Place hose clamp on
clear hose and attach to
bottom tank hose barb.
The top hose barb does
not require a clamp..

Right-hand
and left-hand
as viewed
from the rear

90 Degree
Hose Barb

Spigot
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Straight Hose Barb

Generic Photo

Standard and 108 Degree Fold Decal Placement
LandRunner Task

Procedures

Illustrations

Generic Photo
Serial Number
2

2

3

3

2

2

2
1
*6

1
8

3
Side of Jack

*6

9

4

7
5

Ref.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
*6.
7.
8.
9.

Part No.
AP 2206
AP 2215
AP 2216
AP 2222
AP 2231
AP 2234
AP 2469
AP 2483
AP 2914

Req.
2
5
3
1
1
2
1
1
1

Description
Decal, LandRunner
Decal, BLU-JET 3"x 8"
Decal, Blu-Jet, Small 1-1/2"x 4"
Decal, Warning Stand Clear of Tongue LT
Decal, FEMA 2-1/2"x 1-1/2"
Decal, Danger Stand Clear Falling Wing
Decal, Safety Chain
Decal, Danger Falling From Equipment
Decal, Warning, High Pressure Fluid
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Manual Holder
LandRunner Task

Procedures

Illustrations

1. Attach manual holder in a convenient
area on the toolbar front or back.

4c
4b

4c

4d

4d

4c

4a
4c 4d

4d

4.
4a.
4b.
4c.
4d.
4c.

AAM 2639
AM 7640
AP 4254
BP 3001
BP 3002
BP 3006

4d. BP 3045

1
1
1
3
3
1
1

Manual Holder w/6” x 4
Bracket, mounting, manual holder
Manual holder, Black, 01-315
Nut, hex, 3/8”-16, grade 2, plated
Washer, lock, 3/8”, plated,
Hex cap screw, 3/8”-16 x 1”,
grade 5, plated
U-bolt, 3/8”-16 x 6” x 5”, plated
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Geneeric Photo

LandRunner Bolt-on Wing Kit
LandRunner Task

Procedures
Bundle Number
27210956
NOTE: Right-hand
and Left-hand as
viewed from the
rear of the tool bar.

Illustrations

5
4
3
1

2

Left-hand wing
1

Right-hand wing
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

AM 3348
AM 2988
BP 3034
BP 3035
BP 3174

2
1
16
16
8

Bracket, extension, bolt -on wing, 28”
Decal, Danger, Overhead Power Lines
Nut, hex, 3/4”-10, grade 2, plated
Washer, lock, 3/4”, plated
U-bolt, 3/4”-10 x 4”W x 6”L, plated
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15 Row 30 Bolt-on Wing Kit
LandRunner Task

Procedures

Illustrations

NOTE: Right-hand
and Left-hand as
viewed from the
rear of the tool bar.

14’-2” Dual or Single
Wheel Lift
(14’-7” Walking Tandems)
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